An article deals with the study of military translation as one of the types of special translation with a pronounced military communicative function. The main stylistic and translation aspects of English military texts translation are considered, namely; terminology, brevity, specificity of wording and clear presentation of the material, which ensures its logical sequence, clear demarcation of opinions, and ease of perception of transmitted information without emotional means of expression. The activity of a military translator, which requires special training, skills and abilities, has been identified. A military translator must be a universal, not a narrow specialist.

Stylistic and lexical methods for translating of English military terminology were also identified. The style of English military texts is not homogeneous; for the most part in military texts the presentation of the material takes place in dry official clerical language. It is noted that in terms of linguistics, vocabulary of English military texts is a set of all elements of military communication that reflect the influence of cultural, historical, territorial, specialized and other extra linguistic factors, reflected in specific expressions that can sometimes create a great linguistic and cultural barrier to translation.

The article describes stylistic and translation aspects of interpretation of professional terminology in English military texts, namely: loan translation, transcription, equivalent translation, descriptive translation and explication. The correct translation of English military texts means not only accurate transmission of the content of the material, but also careful transmission of its structural form, sequence of presentation and a number of other factors that may be considered unnecessary, formal, but of great importance to the military specialist.

Dealing with military literature, you should first understand its main and important stylistic features – brevity of interpretation and clarity of wording. The translation of military texts needs perfect and clear knowledge of terminology. Military term precisely expresses the idea or conception, the process or the name of something is of interpretation and clarity of wording. The translation of military texts needs perfect and clear knowledge of terminology. Military term precisely expresses the idea or conception, the process or name of something is
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Defining the problem and argumentation of the topicality of the consideration. Military translation has developed over the centuries. Since the mankind evolution, the sphere of military translation has developed extremely, and even today military terminology and its language structure are growing every day. The content of modern military terminology is quite dynamic. It is constantly changing and acquiring new qualities. Different terms appear due to the emergence of new weapons, military equipment and renovation of military force [12, 34].

In military translation, the accuracy of translation is of great importance, since the translated material can serve as a basis for making important decisions, conducting military operations, etc. Therefore, the adequacy of the translation of military materials involves not only the accurate transfer of content, but also a more careful transfer of its structural form, order of parts and placement of material, sequence of presentation and a number of other factors that may seem unnecessary, formal, but important for the military specialist. For example, in military documents the order of paragraphs and subparagraphs, their designation (Arabic numerals and letters of the Latin alphabet), the accuracy of dates and times, coordinates, geographical names, numbering and names of parts and divisions and other data [4, 19].

A few scientific and methodical works of the last century (L. L. Nelyubin, H. M. Strelkovskyi, R. K. Miniar-Bioloruchev, M. Ya. Tsvil'lin, L. K. Latyshev, A. F. Shyr'iaev, V. M. Shevchuk), as well as modern scientific research (O. H. Kniaziieva, M. K. Harbovskyi and others), have shown a great number of specific military and technical terms which require a thorough knowledge of military terminology and its reproduction in texts on various topics. The main tasks of the article are: to reveal the concept of “military terminology” and to define the responsibilities of a military translator; to determine stylistic and lexical ways of translating military terminology.

The outline of the main research material. Military translation is a very specific discipline. This sometimes requires detailed knowledge of military science and even hierarchical structures in the army.

Military translation is a type of special translation with a pronounced military communicative function. A distinctive feature of military translation is the great terminology and accurate and clear presentation of the material in the relative absence of expression of emotional means.

A thorough knowledge of military terminology is required for a military translator. All military texts are full of specific military and technical terms, abbreviations and idioms.

Many of these terms and definitions can have a huge variety of interpretations, depending on the context. There may also be a case where there is a need to translate idiomatic military expressions and slang. In this case, you need to rely on vocabulary as well as your own skills [5, 97].

L. L. Nelyubin believes that all military materials differ from other materials by the saturation of special military vocabulary, extensive use of military and scientific and technical terminology; the presence of a certain amount of military translation; some aspects of variability of stable phrases; military characteristic only for communication nomenclature and special abbreviations and symbols, only used in military materials; and in terms of syntax extensive use of elliptical (especially in military documentation) and cliché constructions. The researcher distinguishes in military translation military-artistic, military-political, military-scientific, military-technical materials, acts of military administration (various military documents) [9].

The translation of military terminology creates great difficulties, because the correct translation cannot be done without a careful, sometimes even etymological analysis of its components. Usually the translation of this group of terms is achieved through: descriptive translation; loan translation; partial or complete translation; transliteration; literal translation; transcription [5, 100].

It should be noted that the main translation error of such terms is that translators sometimes try to find a literal correspondence of a foreign term to Ukrainian documents.

This approach is not entirely correct, because, firstly, it erases the specifics of the realities of a foreign army, and secondly, there may be an error due to the fact that these terms may express concepts specific only to this army, and therefore not to correspond to the realities accepted in the Ukrainian army [5, 100: 11].

L. L. Nelyubin has his own classification of combat documents according to their type and nature into the following groups: orders, directives, official letters, memos, summaries, notation tables, codes, call sign tables and other operational and tactical documents, the value of which is determined by their novelty; officially printed publications (charters, guidelines, instructions); geographical documents (maps, diagrams, etc.); personal documents and insignia of connections; diaries, notebooks, personal notes and photos; private correspondence; newspapers and other printed publications; announcement of civil authority [9, 139–140].

One of the important problems of achieving the adequacy of translation is transfer of the original style. The stylistic aspect of translation is the correct choice of lexical and grammatical means in accordance with the general functional and communicative orientation of the original, taking into account the existing literary norms of the language in which the translation is performed. The concept of “style” is understood as a variety and modification of literary language; the manner of speech expression in different areas, conditions, forms (oral and written) of communication; art of the word. L. L. Nelyubin has his own definitions of concepts: “style”, “language style” and “speech style” [10].

The style of military materials is not homogeneous. In military texts, there are two tendencies in the presentation of material: either in official clerical
language with the use of complicated, often archaic inversions and constructions, or in simple, colloquial, even familiar language [5, 98].

The latter tendency is observed mainly in military and military-technical materials for ordinary and non-commissioned officers. This tendency is primarily due to the desire to make official statutory materials and complicated technical texts more accessible to the majority of servicemen. Because of this, many military journalistic texts have explanatory illustrations, tables, diagrams and charts that help to bring to the reader the essence of the issue being taught. In all cases, the translator should seek to convey the original material, using the Ukrainian military style of presentation of relevant materials, neutralizing in the Ukrainian language unnecessary imagery and slang elements existing in the original, because they are not inherent in Ukrainian military materials [5, 97].

Most military texts are divided into four functional styles: Conversational (casual style, informal communication); Formal business (formal communication style); Information and journalistic (style of media, press or media); Scientific and technical (style of scientific and technical literature) [9, 24].

There are the following technical and stylistic techniques:
1. Logical segmentation of the text. This technical and stylistic technique is used to express the logic and clarity of expression. It is achieved by clear segmentation of the text into subsections, items, paragraphs, and so on. This technique is especially evident in combat documents, where the sequence of items is strictly regulated and the number of the paragraph in the combat order determines its content.

    In military-scientific and military-technical texts, the method of segmentation is used without special regulation by paragraphs, but it is clearly traced in all military texts in the form of their division into parts, sections, chapters, paragraphs and indents. Logical segmentation of the text is also facilitated by its graphic design that is different font selections. In the statutory literature, segmentation is often used in the form of listing individual items from a new line beginning with a dash.

2. The second technique, which provides a certain stylistic color of the language work, could be called a communicative actualization. The question of the actual division of the proposal is very important, which is why it was the subject of lively discussion among the representatives of the Prague Linguistic Circle [1; 7].

The stylistic definiteness of a military text is organically connected with its semantic and structural organization. The military text already has the corresponding stylistic marking at the level of supra-phrase unity (paragraph), which is characterized by a set of certain stylistic features. However, the stylistic definiteness of a paragraph is not always fully predictive of the stylistic essence of the entire military text. Such cases are most often observed in military-political texts. Depending on the speech situation, military texts can be produced in both written and oral versions, but most types of military texts exist in written forms [1, 70].

V. M. Lisovskyi notes that the main stylistic features of military-technical texts are accurate and clear presentation of the material, in the almost complete absence of those expressive elements that give the speech emotional expressiveness. The main emphasis is on the logical, not the emotional side of the presentation. In military texts there are also no methods of general imagery of utterance, which are completely unnecessary when describing various technical devices. However, this cannot be said of the military-technical terminology itself. Sometimes technical terms already have imagery by their origin, but due to frequent use the imagery is usually erased, and the term itself is perceived without figurative characteristics [6; 7, 303].

Military vocabulary is divided into three main groups:
1) Military terminology, which means concepts that are directly related to military affairs, the armed forces, methods of armed struggle, etc.;
2) Military-technical terminology, which includes scientific and technical terms;
3) Emotionally colored military vocabulary (slang), represented by words and phrases that are often used mainly in the spoken language of American servicemen and are in fact stylistic synonyms of the relevant military terms.

The correct translation of military materials depends to a large extent on the correct translation of terms, because most of the military vocabulary is represented by military and military-technical terms that represent the maximum semantic load [8, 66–67; 10, 13–14].

Let’s consider some examples of military texts translation, as well as analyze the ways in which military terminology was translated, namely: loan translation, transcription, equivalent translation, descriptive translation and explication.

1. The internal ballistics characteristics of barrelled weapon depend on chemical composition of propelling charge, its burning velocity, powder grains size and shape and confinement. The length of barrel and chamber volume, are also influenced the features – внутрішні балістичні характеристики стілю зброї залежать від хімічного складу порохового заряду твердого ракетного палива, швидкості його горіння, зерності пороху, форми та цільності зарядження. Довжина ствола та об’єм камери також впливають на ці якості.

Analyzing our translation, we can see that the term “barrelled weapon” was translated using an equivalent translation. After all, the word “barreled” translates as: “бочкоподібний”. In this case, we need to find the correct equivalent in the military dictionary.

The term “propelling charge” was translated by descriptive translation. After all, if we translate by the method of tracing, for example, the term will lose its meaning in the sentence.

The term “confinement” is translated by explication. In this case, the lexical unit of the original language is replaced by a phrase that conveys its meaning. In loan translation, the term “confinement” means “ув’язнення” or “обмеження”, this does not fit the context of the sentence. “Length of barrel” was translated using the method of loan translation.
2. Close to the muzzle, the out flowing gases have a much higher velocity than the projectile; consequently, they overtake and pass the projectile – Близько до вихідного отвору вогнепальної зброї, порохові гази мають значно більшу швидкість ніж снаряд; тому вони обганяють та оминають снаряд.

The term “muzzle” was translated by descriptive translation so that readers can understand what the text is about. After all, the word “muzzle” literally means “дуло”.

The phrase “out flowing gases” is translated using an equivalent translation method. The equivalent was found in military dictionaries. Such translation is more appropriate to the context of the sentence.

3. There are three basic types of operation for semiautomatic and automatic small arms – gas operation, recoil operation, and blow back operation – Існує три основні види операцій для напівавтоматичної та автоматичної стрілецької зброї – принцип відведення порохових газів, принцип використання сили віддічі та принцип використання віддічної затвору.

The term “small arms” was translated using an equivalent translation method.

In this case, you need to refer to the military dictionary to find the equivalent of the word “small”.

The terms “gas operation”, “recoil operation” and “blow back operation” are translated using the descriptive method. This was done in order to clarify the meaning of the phrase.

1. Hammer or, in some cases, the bolt itself is held in a cocked position by a piece called the sear – Молоточок, або в деяких випадках, сам затвор, утримується у зведеному положенні шматочком, який називається шептало.

The term “cocked position” is translated using the loan translation method. This kind of translation gives the correct semantic meaning in the sentence.

The term “sear” is translated using an equivalent translation method. The word itself means “автоматичний спуск” or “спусковий важіль”, but with the help of “military slang”, military dictionaries suggest only such an equivalent as «шептало».

2. Antitank guided mortar projectile is called a "firing bomb mortars" because it fires by missiles – Протитанкова керована мінометна міна називається "бомбометом", оскільки вона стріляє ракетними снарядами.

The term “anti tank guided mortar projectile” was translated by loan translation.

The term “firing bomb mortars” is translated using an equivalent method of translation and omission, for a clearer meaning of the term.

Conclusions and directions for further research in this area. All military texts are full of specific military and technical terms, abbreviations and idioms. Many of these terms can have a huge variety of interpretations, depending on the context. The style of transmission in the Ukrainian language must comply with the norms of the “military” language adopted for the relevant type of documents. In these cases, the translator should try to convey the original material, using the Ukrainian military style of the relevant material’s presentation [5, 98].

The article identified methods of military terminology translation, namely: loan translation, transcription, equivalent translation, descriptive translation and explanation. Most military terms and abbreviations are translated by means of the equivalent translation and tracing method, and the least by the transcoding method. In order to translate military terms clearly and intelligibly, it is necessary to constantly refer to military dictionaries and information resources on the Internet.

Prospects for further research are the further study of military abbreviations examples and the analysis of ways of their translation.
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